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A new spectral method for solving linear and integrable nonlinear PDE's in two
variables has recently been developed. This method is based on a Lax pair
formulation, and generates an elegant integral representation of the solution to a
given initial-boundary value problem that is particularly useful for determining
long-time asymptotics. In this paper, it is shown that the integral representation
obtained using Lax pairs can also be obtained using Green's function techniques.
This new Green's function method is illustrated by solving a variety of initial-
boundary value problems for the diffusion equation, the linearized SchrodingerÈ
equation, and the linearized KdV equation. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a new unified method for solving both linear and integrable
nonlinear PDE's in two independent variables has been developed by
w x w xFokas 7, 8 . This is based on a Lax pair 10 formulation that consists of
writing the PDE as a compatibility condition of two linear eigenvalue
equations. A crucial feature of the Fokas method is that both equations
of the Lax pair are analysed simultaneously in terms of an associated
Riemann]Hilbert problem involving the spectral data. This yields an
elegant integral representation of the solution to a given initial-boundary
value problem. Such a representation is particularly useful for determining
long-time asymptotics. This establishes Lax pairs as a powerful method for
studying linear as well as nonlinear initial-boundary value problems.
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In this paper, we present a new Green's function method for solving
linear PDE's that generates the same integral representations as can be
found by Lax pairs. This provides a framework for understanding the
results of the Fokas spectral method in terms of conventional linear
techniques. Moreover, since the Lax pair approach appears to be limited
to three independent variables, the Green's function method could be
crucial for studying initial-value boundary value problems in multi-dimen-
sions. In order to introduce the basic ideas, we shall first consider an
initial-boundary value problem for the diffusion equation on a half-line
using both the Green's function and the Lax pair approaches. We shall
then develop the Green's function method by considering various other
examples including the diffusion equation on a finite interval, the lin-
earized Schrodinger and KdV equations, and the discrete diffusion equa-È
tion. Although we concentrate here on evolution equations, it is possible to
develop analogous results for nonevolution equations as will be shown
elsewhere.
2. DIFFUSION EQUATION ON THE HALF-LINE
2.1. Fourier Transforms
Consider the diffusion equation on the half-line with a mixed boundary
condition at x s 0:
wq s q , x , t g 0, ` , 2.1 ..t x x
q x , 0 s f x , aq 0, t q bq 0, t s g t . 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  .x
 .  .Here f x and g t are prescribed functions decaying sufficiently fast for
large x and t, respectively. The conventional method for solving this
problem is Fourier transforms. In the case of Dirichlet boundary data
 .b s 0 , one uses the sine transform in x:
` `2
q k , t s sin kxq x , t dx , q x , t s sin kxq k , t dk. 2.3 .  .  .  .  .Ã ÃH H
p0 0
Substitution into the diffusion equation and integration by parts gives
q q k 2q s kq 0, t . 2.4 .  .Ã Ãt
The latter may be solved to generate the solution
`2 t2 2yk t yk  tyt 9.Ãq x , t s sin kx e f k q k e q 0, t9 dt9 dk , 2.5 .  .  .  .H H
p 0 0
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Ã .  .where f k is the sine transform of the initial data f x . As emphasised by
w x  .Fokas 7 , 2.5 provides an inadequate representation of the solution since
 .the spectral data is time-dependent nonseparable . This is a consequence
of causality whereby the upper limit of the integral over the boundary data
 .q 0, t9 is restricted to be t rather than `. A similar analysis holds for
 .Neumann boundary data a s 0 except that cosine rather than sine
transforms are used.
 .The case of mixed boundary data a, b / 0 is more complicated. One
w xapproach is to introduce a generalised Fourier transform 5
` m sin kx a
q k , t s cos kx y q x , t dx , m s . 2.6 .  .  .Ã H k b0
Substitution into the diffusion equation and integration by parts yields an
equation for q that can be solved to giveÃ
1 t2 2yk t yk  tyt 9.Ãq k , t s e f k y e g t9 dt9, 2.7 .  .  .  .Ã Hb 0
Ã .  .where f k is now the generalised Fourier transform of f x . The inver-
 .sion of 2.7 then depends on the sign of m; for positive m one finds an
 .  .additional discrete term q x, t . We shall simply write down the final
w xresult 5 :
2
`2 k sin kx .
q x , t s cos kx y m q k , t dk q q x , t , .  .  .  .ÃH 2 2p km q k0
2.8 .
 .  .with q k, t satisfying 2.7 andÃ
` 1 t2 2ym xqm t ym x 9 ym t 9q x , t s 2mu m e e f x9 dx9 y e g t9 dt9 , .  .  .  .H Hb0 0
2.9 .
 .  .where u m s 1 if m G 0 and u m s 0 otherwise. Although the use of
generalised Fourier transforms is well established, their introduction is
rather ad hoc and the reason for the appearance of a discrete contribution
to the spectrum is obscure.
2.2. Lax Pairs
Having briefly reviewed the standard method for solving the diffusion
equation on a half-line, we now turn to the recent method of Lax pairs as
w xdeveloped by Fokas 7, 8 . It is easy to check that the diffusion equation
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 . w x2.1 possesses the Lax pair 9
f q ikf s q , f q k 2f s q y ikq, 2.10 .x t x
where k is a complex-valued parameter. The associated compatibility
condition is f s f . The fundamental idea of the Fokas method is tox t t x
solve both the x-part and the t-part of the Lax pair simultaneously.
Assuming that f and q decay to zero as x, t ª `, this generates various
 .particular solutions f x, t, k that are analytic in different regions of the
complex k-plane.1 By piecing together these solutions one obtains a
function analytic everywhere in the complex k-plane except for discontinu-
y  2 .ities along the real axis R and the contour L defined by R k s 0,
 .F k - 0 or, equivalently, arg k s 5pr4, 7pr4; see Fig. 1. The discontinu-
 .ities are specified by the spectral data r k , which is given explicitly in
 .  .  .terms of q 0, t , q 0, t , and q x, 0 . That is,x
r k s S k , k g R , r k s V k , k g Ly, .  .  .  .
with
`
i k x 9S k s e f x9 dx9, F k G 0, 2.11 .  .  .  .H
0
` 2k t 9 2V k s e ikq 0, t9 y q 0, t9 dt9, R k F 0. 2.12 .  .  .  .  .H x
0
This, together with the large k behaviour of f, defines a Riemann]Hilbert
 .  .RH problem, which can then be solved to find f x, t, k and hence
 . w xq x, t 7, 8 . The result is a solution of the form
dk2yi k xyk tq x , t s e r k , 2.13 .  .  .H 2pC
y  .where C s R j L . Note that 2.13 yields a complete spectral decomposi-
 .  .tion of q x, t since the spectral data r k is independent of x, t. Such an
integral representation is much more suitable for extracting long-time
behaviour than solutions derived using conventional Fourier methods.
 .  .As it stands, V k depends on the two unknown fields q 0, t andx
 .q 0, t , only one of which can be eliminated using the boundary data.
However, the remaining field can be eliminated using a supplementary
condition relating the initial data to the boundary data,
` 5p 7p2k t 9S yk s V k q 2 e q 0, t9 dt9, F arg k F . 2.14 .  .  .  .H x 4 40
1 In this paper analytic means analytic in the extended complex k-plane, that is, the
Riemann sphere with k s ` included.
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FIG. 1. Contours of the Riemann]Hilbert problem for the diffusion equation on the
half-line.
The supplementary condition arises from the relationship between particu-
 .lar solutions f x, t, k of the Lax pair in overlapping regions of the
w xcomplex k-plane 7, 8 . It follows that the incorporation of the boundary
 .  .data reduces to an algebraic problem. Combining 2.14 and 2.12 , we can
 .express V k in terms of the known initial and boundary data,
`2 ik a q ibk2k t 9V k s e g t9 dt9 y S yk . 2.15 .  .  .  .Ha y ibk a y ibk0
 .It is instructive to see how the integral representation 2.13 with
 .  .  .spectral data r k determined from 2.11 and 2.15 reduces to the
 .  .solutions 2.5 and 2.8 found using Fourier methods. First consider the
 .  .case b s 0, a s 1 Dirichlet . Equation 2.13 becomes
` ` dk2yi k xyk t ik x 9q x , t s e e f x dx9 .  .H H 2py` 0
` ` dk2 2yi k xyk t k t 9 yi k x 9q e 2 ik e g t9 dt9 y e f x9 dx9 . .  .H H H
y 2pL 0 0
2.16 .
We then use the fact that
` dk2 2yi k xyk t k t 9e k e g t9 dt9 s 0. 2.17 .  .H H
y 2pL t
This follows from closing the contour Ly in the lower-half complex
 .k-plane and noting the absence of any poles see Fig. 2 . Thus we can take
 .the upper limit of the t9 integral in 2.16 to be t and deform the contour
Ly to the real axis. The result is
` `2yi k xyk t ik x 9 yi k x 9q x , t s e e y e f x9 dx9 .  .  .H H
y` 0
dkt 2k t 9q2 ik e g t9 dt9 , 2.18 .  .H 2p0
 .which can be rearranged to yield 2.5 .
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FIG. 2. Closure of contour Ly in the lower-half complex k-plane.
Now consider the case a, b / 0. Proceeding along similar lines to the
previous case,
` ` a q ibk2yi k xyk t ik x 9 yi k x 9q x , t s e e y e f x9 dx9 .  .H H  /a y ibky` 0
2 ik dkt 2k t 9q e g t9 dt9 q q x , t 2.19 .  .  .Ha y ibk 2p0
where
`2 ik dk2 2yi k xyk t k t 9q x , t s e e g t9 dt9 . 2.20 .  .  .H H
y a y ibk 2pL t
By closing the contour Ly in the lower-half complex k-plane, we see that
the presence of the simple pole at k s yiarb generates an additional
 .discrete contribution q x, t when arb ) 0. Evaluating the residue gives
`2 a a2 2 2 2a tr b ya x r b ya t 9r bq x , t s e e g t9 dt9, ) 0. 2.21 .  .  .H2 bb t
 .Finally, setting k s yiarb in the supplementary condition 2.14 and
 .  .combining this with 2.21 yields the previous result of 2.9 . One can also
 .  .check the equivalence of 2.8 and 2.19 . We conclude that the integral
 .representation 2.13 derived by Lax pairs clarifies the origin of the
discrete contribution to the solution of the mixed boundary case. Another
point to note is that mixed boundary data can be handled as easily as pure
Dirichlet or Neumann data, which is in stark contrast to Fourier methods.
2.3. Green's Functions
 .We shall now show how the integral representation 2.13 and the
 .supplementary condition 2.14 can be derived using an alternative method
based on Green's functions. We first recall a well-known integral theorem
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 w x.  .for the diffusion equation see, e.g., 12 . Let q x, t be the solution to the
 .  .diffusion equation 2.1 with initial and boundary data 2.2 , and define
 < .K x, t x9, t9 to be the Green's function of the backwards equation
2­ ­
<q K x , t x9, t9 s yd t y t9 d x y x9 . 2.22 .  .  .  .2­ t9 ­ x9
The boundary data for K is for the moment left unspecified. Consider the
integral relation
` ­ ­T
<dx9 dt9 K x , t x9, t9 q x9, t9 y A x , t , x9, t9 .  .  .H H  5­ t9 ­ x90 0
`
< <s K x , t x9, T q x9, T y K x , t x9, 0 q x9, 0 dx9 .  .  .  .H
0
T
q A x , t , 0, t9 dt9, 2.23 .  .H
0
where T ) t and
< <A x , t , x9, t9 s K x , t x9, t9 q x9, t9 y K x , t x9, t9 q x9, t9 . .  .  .  .  .x 9 x 9
2.24 .
 .  < .The product q x9, t9 K x, t x9, t9 is assumed to decay sufficiently fast as
 .x9 ª `. Note that 2.23 involves an application of the divergence theorem
 . w . w xto the domain x9, t9 g 0, ` = 0, T , and is the generalization of Green's
theorem to parabolic equations. Imposing the end-point condition
 < .  .  .  .K x, t x9, T s 0 with x ) 0, then 2.1 and 2.22 ] 2.24 yield the follow-
ing integral theorem:
`
<q x , t s K x , t x9, 0 q x9, 0 dx9 .  .  .H
0
T
< <q K x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 y K x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 dt9. .  .  .  .H x 9 x 9
0
2.25 .
 .Equation 2.25 gives an integral representation of the solution to the
 .  .given initial-boundary value problem involving both q 0, t and q 0, t . Asx
noted previously, these quantities cannot be specified a priori. The usual
 .method for determining the explicit solution from 2.25 is to take
 < .  .  < .  < .K x, t x9, t9 s u t y t9 G x, t x9, t9 where G x, t x9, t9 denotes the
propagator defined according to
2­ ­
< <y G x , t x9, t9 s 0, G x , t9 x9, t9 s d x y x9 . 2.26 .  .  .  .2­ t9 ­ x9
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The propagator G is assumed to satisfy the homogeneous version of the
 .boundary data for q x, t ,
< <aG 0, t x9, t9 q bG 0, t x9, t9 s 0, t ) t9. 2.27 .  .  .x
 .  .One can then rewrite 2.25 in the form for a / 0
` 1 t
< <q x , t s G x , t x9, 0 f x9 dx9 q G x , t 0, t9 g t9 dt9 2.28 .  .  .  .  .  .H H x 9a0 0
 .or for b / 0
` 1 t
< <q x , t s G x , t x9, 0 f x9 dx9 y G x , t 0, t9 g t9 dt9. 2.29 .  .  .  .  .  .H Hb0 0
However, one is still left with the task of calculating the propagator G. In
the case of Dirichlet or Neumann data one can determine the propagator
in terms of the free-space propagator G using the method of images.0
That is,
" < < <G x , t x9, t9 s G x , t x9, t9 " G x , t y x9, t9 2.30 .  .  .  .0 0
 .  .for Neumann q and Dirichlet y with
1 2<G x , t x9, t9 s exp y x y x9 r4 t y t9 . 2.31 .  .  .  . .0 ’4p t y t9 .
 . yIn particular, it can be seen that 2.28 with a s 1 and G s G reduces to
 .  .2.18 or, equivalently, 2.5 on using the following spectral representation
of G :0
`1
2<G x , t x9, t9 s exp yik x y x9 y k t y t9 dk. 2.32 .  .  .  . .H0 2p y`
On the other hand, the case of mixed boundary data is more complicated
and one needs to use generalised transform methods, for example, to
calculate G.
It would appear that the use of Green's functions suffers from the same
problems as Fourier methods, namely nonseparability of the spectral data
and the added complexity of mixed boundary conditions. We shall now
 .show how these problems can be avoided by transforming 2.25 into the
 .spectral representation 2.13 previously found using Lax pairs. The first
point to note is that we are free to take K to be the free-space Green's
 < .  .  < .function, K x, t x9, t9 s u t y t9 G x, t x9, t9 . The advantage of this is0 0
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 .  .that G has the simple spectral form 2.32 . Substituting this into 2.250
gives
`1 2yi k xyk tq x , t s e q k , t dk , 2.33 .  .  .ÃH2p y`
where
` t 2i k x 9 k t 9q k , t s e q x9, 0 dx9 q e ikq 0, t9 y q 0, t9 dt9. 2.34 .  .  .  .  .Ã H H x
0 0
 .The upper limit of the second term on the right-hand side of 2.34 can be
extended from t to ` by performing a corresponding contour deformation
 . yin 2.33 from R to L as shown in Fig. 3, and using the fact that
` dk2 2yi k xyk t k t 9e e ikq 0, t9 y q 0, t9 dt9 s 0. 2.35 .  .  .H H xy 2pL t
 .  .Equation 2.33 then reduces to 2.13 .
 .The supplementary condition 2.14 can also be derived using Green's
functions by noting that if one takes K to be the free-space Green's
 .function K in 2.25 , then one is at liberty to choose the source point x to0
 .be outside the domain of the physical field q x, t , which in this particular
w xexample is x - 0. A similar idea is used in Kirchhoff diffraction theory 1 .
 .This leads to the following constraint on replacing x by yx with x ) 0 :
`
<0 s G yx , t x9, 0 q x9, 0 dx9 .  .H 0
0
t
< <q G yx , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 y G yx , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 dt9. .  .  .  .H 0 x 9 0 x 9
0
2.36 .
 .  .Substituting 2.32 into 2.36 yields
` 2yi k xyk te q yk , t dk s 0. 2.37 .  .ÃH
y`
FIG. 3. Contour deformation from R to Ly for the diffusion equation on the half-line.
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 .Performing the contour deformation shown in Fig. 3, the constraint 2.37
can be rewritten in the form
1 2yi k xyk te S yk q V yk dk s 0. 2.38 .  .  .H
y2p L
 . p2 t  2 .  .Multiply both sides of 2.38 by e , R p - 0, F p - 0, and integrate
w .  .with respect to t over the interval 0, ` . This gives on setting x s 0
1 S yk q V yk .  .
dk s 0. 2.39 .H 2 2y2p p y kL
Finally, close the contour Ly as shown in Fig. 2 and use the fact that it
 .encloses a pole at k s p to deduce the supplementary condition 2.14 .
2.4. Discussion of Green's Function and Lax Pair Methods
From the analysis of the diffusion equation on a half-line, we can
construct a general Green's function method for solving initial-boundary
value problems for linear PDE's in two variables:
1. Use a generalization of Green's theorem to write down an inte-
 .gral representation of the solution q x, t in terms of the free-space
propagator and the initial-boundary data.
2. Introduce a spectral decomposition of the free-space propagator
` yi k xyiv k . t  .in the form H e dk, where v k defines the dispersion relationy`
of the underlying equation. Substitute this into the integral representation
of the solution.
3. Perform one or more contour deformations in the complex k-plane
 .to obtain a complete spectral decomposition of q x, t . Such contour
deformations can be deduced from the dispersion relation.
4. Take the source point of the free-space Green's function in the
generalized Green's theorem to be outside the physical domain of the field
 .q x, t . This generates one or more integral constraints from which rela-
tions between initial and boundary data can be derived. The last step
requires performing contour deformations in the complex k-plane in order
to project out these relations.
One can also write down a corresponding set of steps for a general
w xmethod of solution assuming that a Lax pair has been constructed 7, 8 :
 .1. Determine a function f x, t, k that solves both parts of the Lax
pair, and which is sectionally analytic in the complex k-plane. This yields
different representations in different sectors of the k-plane.
 .2. Piece together the different representations of f x, t, k to gener-
ate a function that is analytic everywhere except for discontinuities along
certain contours in the complex k-plane. Combining this with the large
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 .k-behaviour of f x, t, k defines a Riemann]Hilbert problem. The latter
 .is uniquely specified in terms of certain spectral data r k , which are
 .explicitly given in terms of the initial and boundary data of q x, t .
 .3. Solve the Riemann]Hilbert problem to find f x, t, k and hence
 .  .q x, t in terms of r k .
4. Derive a relationship between initial and boundary data by com-
 .paring different representations of f x, t, k in different sections of the
k-plane.
A number of points should be noted. First, one is free to choose any
 .parametrization of the dispersion relation v k in the spectral decomposi-
tion of the free-space propagator; this will then determine the appropriate
contour deformations. A corresponding situation arises in the Lax pair
formulation; one can obtain a Lax pair for each choice of parametrization
and this will lead to a set of discontinuities along particular contours in the
associated Riemann]Hilbert problem. Second, prescribed boundary data
are incorporated algebraically into the integral representation of the
 .solution q x, t using the supplementary relations between initial and
boundary data. In certain cases this leads to the presence of poles in the
k-plane, which give discrete contributions to the spectrum. Third, Green's
function techniques and associated integral theorems can be applied to
 .any linear PDE with constant coefficients in two or more independent
variables including nonevolution equations such as Laplace and Helmholtz.
 .Thus one expects a spectral representation analogous to 2.13 and a
corresponding Lax pair formulation to exist for nonevolution equations in
wtwo independent variables. This has indeed been established by Fokas 7,
x8 and is discussed from the viewpoint of Green's function methods
w xelsewhere 2 . The extension to nonevolution equations opens up the
possibility for tackling complicated boundary problems such as those of
w xWeiner]Hopf type 11 . Another interesting issue, which will not be
addressed here, is how the results are generalised to equations in more
than two independent variables. Finally, note that the extension of the Lax
pair method to integrable nonlinear equations is discussed in some detail
w xby Fokas 7 . We simply note here that the formal steps are the same for
both linear and integrable nonlinear equations. However, the implementa-
tion of these steps is technically more difficult in the latter case.
3. DIFFUSION EQUATION ON A FINITE INTERVAL
 .Let q x, t satisfy
w x wq s q , x g 0, L , t g 0, ` , 3.1 ..t x x
q x , 0 s f x , q 0, t s g t , q L, t s g t , 3.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 L
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1w x  .  .with f g C 0, L and the functions g t , g t decaying sufficiently fast0 L
with respect to t. We shall apply the Green's function method introduced
 .in Section 2 to derive an integral representation for the solution q x, t in
 .  .the form 2.13 . Applying the divergence theorem to the domain x9, t9 g
w x w x  .0, L = 0, T , T ) t, along identical lines to 2.23 leads to the integral
theorem
`
<q x , t s K x , t x9, 0 q x9, 0 dx9 .  .  .H
0
T
< <q K x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 y K x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 dt9 .  .  .  .H x 9 x 9
0
T
< <y K x , t L, t9 q L, t9 y K x , t L, t9 q L, t9 dt9. .  .  .  .H x 9 x 9
0
3.3 .
 < . Taking K to be the free-space Green's function K x, t x9, t9 s u t y0
.  < .  .t9 G x, t x9, t9 and using the spectral decomposition of 2.32 gives0
`1 2yi k xyk tq x , t s e q k , t dk , 3.4 .  .  .ÃH2p y`
L t 2i k x 9 k t 9q k , t s e q x9, 0 dx9 q e ikq 0, t9 y q 0, t9 dt9 .  .  .  .Ã H H x
0 0
t 2i k L k t 9y e e ikq L, t9 y q L, t9 dt9. 3.5 .  .  .H x
0
 .The upper limit of the second third integral on the right-hand side of
 .3.5 can be extended from t to ` by deforming the corresponding
 . y  q. y  < 4k-contour in 3.4 from R to L L where L s k arg k s 5pr4, 7pr4
q  < 4  .and L s k arg k s pr4, 3pr4 see Fig. 4 . The result is
1 2yi k xyk tq x , t s e r k dk , 3.6 .  .  .H2p C
with C s R j Lyj Lq and
r k s S k , k g R , r k s V k , k g Ly, .  .  .  .0
3.7 .
i k L qr k s ye V k , k g L , .  .L
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FIG. 4. Contour deformations for the diffusion equation on a finite interval.
with
L ik x 9S k s e f x9 dx9, F k G 0, 3.8 .  .  .  .H
0
` 2k t 9 2V k s e ikq 0, t9 y q 0, t9 dt9, R k F 0, 3.9 .  .  .  .  .H0 x
0
` 2k t 9 2V k s e ikq L, t9 y q L, t9 dt9, R k F 0. 3.10 .  .  .  .  .HL x
0
There also exist two supplementary equations relating the initial and
 .boundary data. These arise from taking x in 3.3 to belong to the intervals
 .  .y`, 0 and L, ` , respectively. First, replacing x by yx, x ) 0, so that
 .q yx, t s 0 and taking G s G leads to the constraint0
`1 2yi k xyk t0 s e q yk , t dk. 3.11 .  .ÃH2p y`
 .We can extend the upper limits from t to ` in the definition of q yk, t ,Ã
 . yEq. 3.5 , by deforming the k-contour from R to L :
1 2yi k xyk t yi k L0 s e S yk q V yk y e V yk dk. 3.12 .  .  .  .H 0 Ly2p L
Similarly, replacing x by L q x, x ) 0, yields the second constraint
`1 2yi k xyk t yi k L0 s e e q k , t dk , 3.13 .  .ÃH2p y`
which becomes
1 2yi k xyk t yi k L yi k L0 s e e S k q e V k y V k dk. 3.14 .  .  .  .H 0 Ly2p L
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In order to project out the required relations between initial and boundary
 .  . p2 t  2 .data, we multiply both sides of 3.12 and 3.14 by e , R p - 0,
 . w .F p - 0, and integrate with respect to t over the interval 0, ` . This
gives
yi k LS yk q V yk y e V yk dk .  .  .0 L s 0, 3.15 .H 2 2y 2pp y kL
eyi k LS k q eyi k LV k y V k dk .  .  .0 L s 0. 3.16 .H 2 2y 2pp y kL
Finally, close the contour Ly in the lower-half complex k-plane as in Fig.
2 and use the fact that there is a pole at k s p to deduce that
S yk q V yk y eyi k LV yk s 0, 5pr4 F arg k F 7pr4, .  .  .0 L
3.17 .
eyi k LS k q eyi k LV k y V k , 5pr4 F arg k F 7pr4. 3.18 .  .  .  .0 L
 .  .Since the pair of equations 3.17 and 3.18 are invariant under the
transformation k ª yk, it follows that they are also valid in the region
 .  .  .pr4 F arg k F 3pr4. We note that 3.6 ] 3.10 and the relations 3.17
 . w xand 3.18 have also been derived using Lax pairs 4 .
 .  .  .  .One can now use 3.17 and 3.18 to express V k and V k in terms0 L
 .  .  .  .of the given boundary data 3.2 . From 3.2 , 3.9 , and 3.10 we have
` 2k t 9V k y V yk s 2 ikg k , g k s e g t9 dt9, 3.19 .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã H0 0 0 0 0
0
` 2k t 9V k y V yk s 2 ikg k , g k s e g t9 dt9. 3.20 .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã HL L L L L
0
 .  .  .Then using 3.17 and 3.18 to eliminate V yk gives0, L
S k ey2 i k L y S yk q 2 ikg k y 2 ikeyi k Lg k .  .  .  .Ã Ã0 L
V k s , 3.21 .  .0 y2 i k L1 y e
ik L yi k Le S k y S yk q 2 ikg k y 2 ike g k .  .  .  .Ã Ã0 L
V k s y . 3.22 .  .L 2 i k L1 y e
 .  .Both V k and V k have an infinite set of poles k s p nrL, integer n,0 L
distributed along the real axis, which is the expected discrete spectrum in
w xthe case of the bounded domain 0, L . Thus the discrete spectrum is
generated algebraically cf. the discussion of mixed boundary data for the
.  .  .  .  .half-line, Section 2.2 . Equations 3.6 ] 3.8 , 3.21 , and 3.22 give the
complete solution to the Dirichlet problem for the diffusion equation on a
finite interval.
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 .As in the analysis of diffusion on the half-line Section 2.2 , one can
show that our solution is equivalent to the more familiar nonseparable
form of the solution found using standard methods such as Fourier
w xtransforms 6 . Using the fact that there are no poles in the regions
pr4 F arg k F 3pr4 and 5pr4 F arg k F 7pr4, we can take the upper
 .  .limit of the integrals in 3.19 and 3.20 to be t rather than ` and then
reverse the previous contour deformations as shown in Fig. 5. After some
 .algebra one can then write the solution in the form 3.3 with G now the
propagator satisfying homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions at x s
0, L:
<G x , t x9, t9 .
i k x 9 yi k x 9 i k x 9q2 L. i k2 Lyx 9.
` e y e e y e dk2yi k xyk  tyt 9.s e q ,H y2 ikyie .L 2 ikqie .L 2p1 y e 1 y ey`
3.23 .
with e ª 0q. Expanding the denominators as geometric series and per-
forming the integrations over k finally yields the well-known result from
the method of images
`
< < <G x , t x9, t9 s G x , t 2 pL q x9, t9 y G x , t 2 pL y x9, t9 , .  .  . 0 0
psy`
3.24 .
 .where G is the free-space propagator 2.31 . An equivalent expression for0
w xG is obtained using a Poisson resummation 6 :
`1 p nx p nx9 2 2 2yp n  tyt 9.r L<G x , t x9, t9 s sin sin e . 3.25 .  .  /  /L L Lnsy`
FIG. 5. Reversal of contour deformations of Fig. 4 after incorporation of given boundary
data generates poles on real axis.
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È4. LINEARIZED SCHRODINGER AND KdV EQUATIONS
To illustrate further the Green's function method, we shall consider
some other basic types of linear PDE's, namely the linearized SchrodingerÈ
and KdV equations. Both of these have been analysed previously by Fokas
w xusing his Lax pair method 7, 8 .
The linearized nonlinear Schrodinger equation Schrodinger equation inÈ È
.zero potential on the half-line is given by
w xiq q q s 0, x , t g 0, ` , 4.1 .t x x
 .  .  .with q 0, t and q x, 0 given, say. Equation 4.1 can be formally trans-
formed into the diffusion equation under the change of variable t s yit.
Hence, it is straightforward to modify the analysis of the diffusion equation
presented in Section 2.3 to determine the integral representation of the
 .  .  .solution analogous to 2.13 . First, replacing t by it with t real in 2.33
yields
`1 2yi k xyi k tq x , t s e q k , t dk , 4.2 .  .  .ÃH2p y`
where
` t 2i k x 9 i k t 9q k , t s e q x9, 0 dx9 y e kq 0, t 9 q iq 0, t 9 dt 9. .  .  .  .Ã H H x
0 0
4.3 .
 .The upper limit of the second integral on the right-hand side of 4.3 can
be extended from t to ` by performing a corresponding contour deforma-
 . q ytion in 4.2 from R to iR as shown in Fig. 6, and using the fact that
there are no poles in the third quadrant of the complex k-plane. This
yields the desired result
1 2yi k xyi k tq x , t s e r k dk , 4.4 .  .  .H2p C
FIG. 6. Contour deformations for the Schrodinger equation on the half-line.È
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where C s R j iRy,
r k s S k , k g Rq, r k s S k y V k , k g Ry, .  .  .  .  .
r k s yV k , k g iRy, 4.5 .  .  .
and
`
i k x 9S k s e q x9, 0 dx9, F k G 0, 4.6 .  .  .  .H
0
` 2i k t 9 2V k s e kq 0, t 9 q iq 0, t 9 , F k G 0. 4.7 .  .  .  .  .H x 9
0
 .Similarly, replacing t by it in 2.37 and performing the contour
deformation in Fig. 6 gives
1 2yi k xyi k te S yk y V yk dk s 0. 4.8 .  .  .H
y y2p R jiR
 . i p2t  2 .Multiplying 4.8 by e , F p ) 0, and integrating with respect to t
w .over the interval 0, ` then produces the result
1 S yk y V yk .  .
dk s 0. 4.9 .H 2 2y y2 ip p y kR jiR
Finally, closing the contour Ryj iRy by an arc in the third quadrant
projects out the relation
S yk q V yk s 0, p F arg k F 3pr2. 4.10 .  .  .
 .  .  .One can use 4.7 and 4.10 to express V k in terms of the known initial
and boundary data.
Let us now turn to an equation of dissipative type, namely the linearized
KdV equation
wq q q s 0, x , t g 0, ` , 4.11 ..t x x x
 .  .with q 0, t and q x, 0 given. An interesting feature of this equation is
that the usual spectral theory fails. In particular, there does not exist an
appropriate x-transform for this equation. Laplace transforms in x can be
.used but the subsequent analysis is nontrivial. Following the steps out-
lined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we first have to construct an integral
representation of the solution involving the associated free-space propaga-
 .tor. Consider the generalization of Green's theorem, Eq. 2.23 , with
 .A x, t, x9, t9 given by
< <A x , t , x9, t9 s q x9, t9 K x , t x9, t9 y q x9, t9 K x , t x9, t9 .  .  .  .  .x 9 x 9 x 9 x 9
<y q x9, t9 K x , t x9, t9 , 4.12 .  .  .x 9 x 9
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 < .where K x, t x9, t9 is now a Green's function of the linearized KdV
equation,
3­ ­
<q K x , t x9, t9 s yd t y t9 d x y x9 . 4.13 .  .  .  .3­ t ­ x
 < .Imposing the end-point condition K x, t x9, T s 0 with x ) 0 leads to the
following integral theorem for the KdV equation on the quarter plane:
T
< <q x , t s K x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 q K x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 .  .  .  .  .H x 9 x 9 x 9 x 9
0
<yK x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 dt9 .  .x 9 x 9 x 9
`
<q K x , t x9, 0 q x9, 0 dx9. 4.14 .  .  .H
0
 < .  .  < .Next set K x, t x9, t9 s u t y t9 G x, t x9, t9 where G is the free-space0 0
propagator,
3­ ­
<q G x , t x9, t9 s 0, t ) t9, .03­ t ­ x
<G x , t9 x9, t9 s d x y x9 . 4.15 .  .  .0
The free-space propagator has the simple spectral decomposition
`1
3<G x , t x9, t9 s exp yik x y x9 y ik t y t9 dk. 4.16 .  .  .  . .H0 2p y`
 .Substituting into 4.14 then gives
`1 3yi k xyi k tq x , t s e q k , t dk , 4.17 .  .  .ÃH2p y`
where
`
i k x 9q k , t s e q x9, 0 dx9 .  .Ã H
0
t 3i k t 9 2q e q 0, t9 y ikq 0, t9 y k q 0, t9 dt 9. 4.18 .  .  .  .H x 9 x 9 x
0
In a similar fashion to previous examples, the upper limit of the second
 .integral on the right-hand side of 4.17 can be extended from t to ` by
performing a contour deformation from R to Sy where Sy is the contour
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FIG. 7. Contour deformations for the linearized KdV equation on the half-line.
 3.in the lower-half k-plane along which R ik s 0, that is, arg k s
 .4pr3, 5pr3 see Fig. 7 . The result is
1 3yi k xyi k tq x , t s e r k dk , 4.19 .  .  .H2p C
where C s R j Sy,
r k s S k , k g R , r k s V k , k g Sy, 4.20 .  .  .  .  .
and
`
i k x 9S k s e q x9, 0 dx9, F k G 0, .  .  .H
0
4.21 .
` 3i k t 9 2 3V k s e q 0, t9 y ikq 0, t9 yk q 0, t9 dt9, F k G0. .  .  .  .  .H x 9 x 9 x 9
0
4.22 .
 .In order to express V k in terms of the given initial and boundary
conditions, one needs to have supplementary conditions to eliminate the
 .  .  .two unknowns q 0, t and q 0, t . Replace x by yx, x ) 0, in 4.14 sox x x
 .  < .  .  < .that q yx, t s 0 and set K x, t x9, t9 s u t y t9 G x, t x9, t9 to obtain0
the constraint
`1 3i k xyi k te q k , t dk s 0. 4.23 .  .ÃH2p y`
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 .Rewrite 4.23 in the form
`1 3i k xyi k te S k q V k dk .  .H2p y`
` `1 3 3i k xyi k t ik t 9s e e q 0, t9 y ikq 0, t9 .  .H H x x x2p y` t
2yk q 0, t9 dt9 dk. 4.24 .  .
 . qDeform the k-contour on the right-hand side of 4.24 from R to S [
 < 4k arg k s pr3, 2pr3 so that the lower limit of the t9 integral can be
extended from t to 0. The result is
`1 13 3i k xyi k t ik xyi k te S k q V k dk s e V k dk. 4.25 .  .  .  .H H
q2p 2py` S
 . i p3 t  3.Multiply both sides of 4.25 by e , F p ) 0, and integrate with respect
w .  .to t over the interval 0, ` . This gives on setting x s 0
`1 S k 1 V k .  .
dk s dk , 4.26 .H H3 3 3 32p i 2p ik y p k y py` C 9
q  .  .where C9 s S j yR see Fig. 8 . Note that there are three poles in the
complex k-plane at k s p, hp, h 2 p, h s e2p i r3. Close the contour C9 as
shown in Fig. 8 and use the residue theorem to derive the result
S h 2 p q V h 2 p 4p 5p .  .
S hp q V hp s , F arg p F . 4.27 .  .  .
1 q h 3 3
FIG. 8. Closure of contours for linearized KdV equation on the half-line.
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 . 2Taking the complex conjugate of 4.27 and noting that h* s h shows
that
S hp q V hp 4p 5p .  .
2 2S h p q V h p s , F arg p F . 4.28 . .  . 2 3 31 q h
 .  .Finally, combining 4.27 and 4.28 , we conclude that
S hp q V hp s S h 2 p q V h 2 p s 0, 4pr3 F arg p F 5pr3. .  .  .  .
4.29 .
 .  .One can now use 4.29 to eliminate the unknown boundary terms q 0, tx
 .  .  .and q 0, t from the definition of V k , Eq. 4.22 . After some algebrax x
one finds that
`
2S h k y S hk . .32 i k t 9V k s y3k e q 0, t9 dt9 y S hk q . 4.30 .  .  .  .H
h0
 .  .  .Equations 4.19 ] 4.21 and 4.30 give the complete solution to the
Dirichlet problem for the linearized KdV equation on the quarter plane as
w xalso recently found using Lax pairs 8 .
We end this section by noting that the Lax pairs written down by Fokas
w x7, 8 for the linearized Schrodinger and KdV equations can immediatelyÈ
 .  .be deduced from the specific structure of the functions S k and V k ,
which determine the discontinuities in the associated Riemann]Hilbert
 .  .problem. Thus from 4.6 and 4.7 , a Lax pair for the linearized Schro-È
dinger equation is
f q ikf s q , f q ik 2 t s iq q kq. 4.31 .x t x
 .  .Similarly, from 4.21 and 4.22 , a Lax pair for the linearized KdV
equation is
f q ikf s q , f q ik 3 t s yq q ikq q k 2q. 4.32 .x t x x x
5. DISCRETE DIFFUSION EQUATION
In this final section we show how the Green's function method can be
extended to discrete evolution equations. For the sake of concreteness, we
shall consider a discretized version of the diffusion equation. Partition the
x-axis into segments of equal length D x and set x s n D x, integer n. Let
 .  .q t [ q n D x, t . Using a standard finite difference scheme, the diffu-n
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sion equation on y` - x - ` becomes
1
q t s q t q q t y 2 q t , 5.1 .  .  .  .  .Çn nq1 ny1 n2D x
 .where q [ dqrdt. The initial value problem with q 0 s f , integer n, canÇ n n
be solved by applying Fourier series with respect to the lattice coordinate
n, that is,
p1
yi k n ik nq k s e q , q s e q k dk. 5.2 .  .  . Hn n 2p ypn
The solution can be written in the form
q t s G t f , 5.3 .  .  .n nm m
mgZ
w xwhere the propagator G satisfies 3nm
p1
yi knym.yv k . tG t s e dk 5.4 .  .Hnm 2p yp
and
2
v k s 1 y cos k . 5.5 .  .  .2D x
Note that in the continuum limit D x ª 0 with x s n D x, x9 s m D x fixed,
 .we recover the free-space propagator of 2.32 according to the relation
1
<G x , t x9, t9 s lim G t y t9 . 5.6 .  .  .0 nmD xD xª0
Turning now to a discretized version of the diffusion equation on the
 .  .half-line, 2.1 and 2.2 become
1
q t s q t q q t y 2 q t , n G 1, 5.7 .  .  .  .  .Çn nq1 ny1 n2D x
b
q 0 s f , n G 1, aq t q q t y q t s g t . 5.8 .  .  .  .  .  .n n 0 1 0D x
 .In the special case b s 0 and g t s 0, one can solve this problem
w xstraightforwardly using the method of images, for example, 3 :
q t s Gy t f , n G 1, 5.9 .  .  .n nm m
mG1
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y  .where G t is the propagator for the discrete diffusion equation with annm
absorbing boundary at n s 0,
p1
y yi knym. yi knqm. yv k . tw xG t s e y e e dk. 5.10 .  .Hnm 2p yp
 .The corresponding solution for b / 0 and g t / 0 satisfies the integral
equation
q t s Gy t f .  .n nm m
mG1
1 t yq G t y t9 g t9 y q t9 dt9, n G 1, 5.11 .  .  .  .ÃH n1 12D x m 0
 .  .  .with m s a D xrb y 1 and g t s D xg t rb. Equation 5.11 is derived byÃ
 .  .  .expressing q t in terms of g t , q t using the mixed boundary condition0 1
 .  .  .5.8 and treating q t as a source term. Equation 5.11 may then be0
solved using Laplace transforms. It is clear that the method of solution is
rather complicated and, more importantly, does not provide a complete
 .  .spectral decomposition of q t cf. the discussion in Section 2.1 .n
Here, we shall derive a new spectral representation of the solution to
the discrete diffusion equation on a half-line using the Green's function
 < .techniques introduced in previous sections. First, substitute K x, t x9, t9
 .  < .  .s u t y t9 G x, t x9, t9 into 2.25 to obtain the result0
`
<q x , t s G x , t x9, 0 q x9, 0 dx9 .  .  .H 0
0
t
< <q G x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 y G x , t 0, t9 q 0, t9 dt9. .  .  .  .H 0 x 9 0 x 9
0
5.12 .
 .  .  .Then discretize 5.12 using 5.6 with D x s 1 for convenience ,
q t s G t q 0 .  .  .n nm m
mG1
t
q G t y t9 y G t y t9 q t9  .  .  .H n1 n0 0
0
yG t y t9 q t9 y q t9 dt9 5.134 .  .  .  .n0 1 0
 .and substitute for G using 5.4 . The result isnm
p1
yi k nyv k . tq t s e q k , t dk , 5.14 .  .  .ÃHn 2p yp
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with
tik m v k . t 9 i kq k , t s e f q e e q t9 y q t9 dt9. 5.15 .  .  .  .Ã  Hm 0 1
0mG1
yi k  .It is convenient to perform a change of variables z s e so that 5.15
becomes
dz
n yv  z . tq t s z e q z , t , 5.16 .  .  .ÃHn 2p izC1
 . w y1 xwith C the unit circle in the complex z-plane, v z s 2 y z y z and1
tym v  z . t 9 y1q z , t s z f q e z q t9 y q t9 dt9. 5.17 .  .  .  .Ã  Hm 0 1
0mG1
 .We can extend the upper limit of the t9 integral in 5.17 by deforming the
 <   .. < < 4unit circle to the new contour C s z R e z s 0, z F 1 as shown in2
Fig. 9. This yields a spectral representation of the solution to the dis-
 .cretized diffusion equation on a half-line that is the analogue of 2.13 ,
dz
n yv  z . tq t s z e r z , 5.18 .  .  .Hn 2p izC jC1 2
where
r z s S z , k g C , r z s V z , k g C , 5.19 .  .  .  .  .1 2
FIG. 9. Contour deformation for the discrete diffusion equation on the half-line.
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and
S z s zym f , 5.20 .  . m
mG1
`
v z . t 9 y1V z s e z q t9 y q t9 dt9. 5.21 .  .  .  .H 0 1
0
In order to incorporate the given boundary data, we need a supplemen-
tary condition relating initial and boundary data. This is derived in exactly
the same manner as the continuum case. We start by replacing n with yn,
 .n ) 0, in 5.16 to give the constraint
dz
n yv  z . t y1z e q z , t s 0. 5.22 .  .ÃH 2p izC1
Perform the contour deformation of Fig. 9 so that one can extend the
 .upper limit from t to ` in the definition of q, Eq. 5.15 . Multiply theÃ
v z 9. t   ..result by e , R v z9 - 0, and integrate with respect to t over the
w .  .interval 0, ` . This yields the result on setting n s 0
1 1 1 dz
S q V s 0. 5.23 .H  /  /v z y v z9 z z 2p iz .  .C2
 .Since C will enclose the root at z s z9, we conclude that S 1rz q2
 .V 1rz s 0, that is,
`
m v  z . t 9 < <z f s e q t9 y zq t9 dt9, R e z F 0, z F 1. .  .  . . Hm 1 0
0mG1
5.24 .
 .  .The supplementary condition 5.24 can now be used to express V z , Eq.
 .5.21 , in terms of the given initial and boundary data. Thus
y1
`
y1z y z z q m
v z . t 9 mV z s e g t9 dt9 y z f , 5.25 .  .  .Ã H mz q m z q m0 mG1
 .with m s arb y 1 and g s g t rb.Ã
 .  .  .Equations 5.18 ] 5.20 and 5.25 give the complete solution to the
 .  .initial-boundary value problem defined by 5.7 and 5.8 . The presence of
 .  .a pole at z s ym in the expression for V z , Eq. 5.25 , means that there
will be a discrete contribution to the spectrum when this pole lies inside
the unit circle of Fig. 9, that is, when 0 - a D xrb - 2. Finally, it is
 .  .interesting to note that one can use the structure of S z and V z to write
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down the analogue of a Lax pair for the discrete diffusion equation:
Ç y1f y zf s q , f q v z f s q y z q , n G 1. 5.26 .  .nq1 n n n n n ny1
 .  .Indeed, one could rederive 5.18 and 5.24 by simultaneously solving this
``Lax pair'' to generate a Riemann]Hilbert problem in the complex z-plane
w x4 . Thus one can extend both the Green's function method and the Fokas
Lax pair method to handle discrete equations.
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